ABOUT THE OPPORTUNITY
Field Conservation Volunteers help keep Catalina wild. This volunteer opportunity is for people who love being outdoors and do not mind a little hard work. This is the perfect opportunity for someone who loves to spend time in nature and wants to become more familiar with the Island’s interior ecosystem, all while helping support the mission of the Conservancy.

IS THIS FOR ME?
This role focuses on working together with Conservancy staff in the field, directly caring for the land, its species, and the trails that are used by so many to enjoy Catalina. Specific roles and duties can change seasonally. While there will be some flexibility in matching volunteer tasks with special areas of interest, we ask that our Field Conservation Volunteers…
- Love spending time outdoors in rugged conditions
- Have an adventurous and good-natured spirit
- Be able to follow specific protocols and processes
- Be reliable and safety focused
- Have a willingness to help with a variety of difficult tasks

Examples of opportunities may include:
- Trail maintenance
- Removal of invasive plants
- Planting of native plants
- Species monitoring

WORKING CONDITIONS
- This role is primarily outdoors in the interior wilderness of Santa Catalina Island
- This role will routinely involve exposure to the elements
- Most duties require standing and hiking for extended periods of time
- Attire will require sturdy footwear, long pants, and long sleeve shirts
- This role can involve heavy lifting
- This role has a moderate to vigorous-intensity activity level

All volunteer opportunities support the Catalina Island Conservancy’s mission to be a responsible steward of our lands through a balance of conservation, education, and recreation. If interested, please contact Volunteers@catalinaconservancy.org for an application.

This is a volunteer opportunity and is not to be construed as employment